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Introduction 
Throughout this paper let (g,f) be a pair of finite-dimensional Lie algebras over 
a field k, where f is a Lie subalgebra of g, and let (Ug, (I’) be the corresponding 
pair of universal enveloping algebras of g and f. Unless otherwise stated, modules 
are (left) g-modules which can also be regarded as (/g-modules. In fact we shall use 
these two notions interchangeably in the paper. Let V be a g-module. 
Throughout the paper Horn (resp. 0) means Horn, (resp. Ok). 
In [3] Chevalley and Eilenberg defined relative cohomology groups H*(g,S, V) as 
the cohomology groups of the subcomplex Hom,f(A’(g/f), I’) of the cochain com- 
plex Hom(A’(g), V). These relative cohomology groups are called Chevalley- 
Eilenberg relative cohomology groups. They are a generalization of the ordinary Lie 
algebra cohomology groups H*(g, V) (also denoted H*(Ug, V)). Under certain con- 
ditions it was proved in [3] that the Chevalley-Eilenberg relative cohomology groups 
have a topological interpretation. Namely, they are the topological cohomology 
groups of the homogeneous space of a pair of certain Lie groups. 
In 171 Hochschild defined new relative cohomology groups 
H*(Ug, Uf; V) = Ext&,, uf(k, V’) as certain relative Ext groups defined for the pair of 
k-algebras (Ug, c/f ). That is, Ext * r/K, (k, V) = H*(Hom,,(X., V)), where ... +X, + 
X,, --t k -+ 0 is a (Ug, (/f)-projective resolution of k. These relative cohomology 
groups are called Hochschild relative cohomology groups. 
Furthermore, Hochschild constructed an exact complex UgoufA’(g/f) + k + 0 
which gives rise to an alternate definition of the Chevalley-Eilenberg relative 
cohomology groups. This complex is a relativization of the Koszul complex with 
respect to the Lie subalgebra f. We shall call this complex the Hochschild complex 
in the paper. (Details on it can be obtained in [7]; see also [l].) Hochschild used this 
complex to prove a comparison theorem, i.e., under certain conditions the relative 
cohomology groups H*(g, f, V) and H*(Ug, Uf, V) are identical. 
It is well known that if the Hochschild complex has a Uf-homotopy, then the 
relative cohomology groups H*(g, f; V) and H*(Ug, Uf, V) are identical. In gene: al, 
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the existence of a Uf-homotopy for the Hochschild complex, and also the coin- 
cidence of the relative cohomology groups H*(g, f, V) and H*(Ug, Uf, V) was left 
as an open question in [7]. The purpose of this paper is to address this question of 
Hochschild. 
We now describe the organization of the paper. In Section 1 we show that the 
relative cohomology groups H*(g, f, V) and H*(Ug, Uf, V) are related by a spectral 
sequence. The major result here is the interpretation of the group H’(Ug, Uf, V) in 
terms of relative derivations. Section 2 contains the main results of the paper. First 
we show that the two aspects of Hochschild’s question are equivalent. Next we 
prove a comparison theorem similar in flavour to [7, Theorem 41. Consequently we 
obtain a vanishing property for the Hochschild relative cohomology groups. Finally 
we show that the relative cohomology groups H*(g,f, V) and H*(CJg, Uf, V) are not 
in general isomorphic. Section 3 contains a computation which provides further 
insight. 
1. Spectral sequence and low-dimensional cohomology 
In this section we show that the Hochschild relative cohomology groups fit into 
a spectral sequence. Also we give an interpretation of the group H’(Ug, Uf, V) in 
terms of relative derivations. 
First recall that a Ug-module V is called (Ug, Uf)-projective if HomU,(V, ) is 
exact on all US-trivial short exact sequences of Ug-module homomorphisms 
O- W, + W,- W, + 0. The reader can consult [7] for a characterization of 
(Ug, Uf)-projectiveness. There is also a dual notion of (Ug, Uf)-injectiveness. (A 
more general theory can be found in [5] and [l 11.) 
1.1. Proposition. Ext&, uf( W, V) = H*(Ug, Uf, Hom( W, V)), where Hom( W, V) is a 
g-module via the diagonal action. 
Proof. Let 0 --t V-t I’ be a (r/g, U’)-injective resolution of I/. Then 0 + Hom( W, V) + 
Hom( W, I’) is a (Ug, Uf)-injective resolution of Hom( W, V) by [4, Lemma 
4.11. Since the cochain complexes 0 + Hom,,( W, V) + Hom,,( W, I’) and O+ 
Hom,(k, Hom( W, V)) + Homu,(k, Hom( W, I’)) are isomorphic, we obtain the 
result. 0 
1.2. Proposition. Let 0 --t I/+ I’ be a (Ug, Uf)-injective resolution of V. Then there 
exists a first quadrant spectral sequence 
E;‘= H’(HS(g,f,Z’)) * H’+‘(g,f, V). 
ET’= H’(Ug, UJ V). 
Proof. Set X. = Ug@ufA’(g/f). Then we obtain the double complex Hom,,(X,,Z’), 
where s, t>O. Following Cartan-Eilenberg [2], define Z2 = HIHII(A) and II, = 
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HIIH#l), where A is a double complex. Consequently, 
I”‘= HS(g,J 0 t=O, 
2 
i 0, t>o, 
and 112’=H’(HS(g,f,I’)). 
Thus we obtain H’ (HS(g, A I’)) * WSf ‘(g, f, I’). 
H’(H”(g,f,Z’))=H’(HomU,(k,I’))=H’(Ug, Uf; V). 0 
1.3. Remark (Sklyarenko [14]). Let X. -+ k + 0 be a (Ug, Uf)-projective resolution 
of k. Then there exists a first-quadrant spectral sequence P(Ext&(X., V)) * 
,““(Ug, V). 
H”(ExtO, (X., I’)) = HS( Ug, Uf; V). 
Moreover, if f is an ideal of g, then we obtain the Hochschild-Serre spectral se- 
quence H”(Ug, H’(UJ; V)) * H’+‘(Ug, V), where g=g/f. 
The group H’(Ug, Uf, V) can be interpreted as the set of equivalence classes of 
U’trivial extensions of k by V (cf. [7]). Interpretation of H”(Ug, crf, V), n> 1, in 
terms of U&trivial n-fold extensions of k by V can be found in [l I]. Here we give 
an interpretation of H’(Ug, Uf, V) in terms of relative derivations defined below. 
1.4. Definitions. A linear map h : g + V such that h([x,z]) =x. h(z) --z. h(x) for all 
x,z~g is called a derivation. h is called an inner derivation if h(x) =x. u for some 
fixed u E V and all XE g. The set of all derivations (resp. inner derivations) from g 
to V is denoted by Der(g, V) (resp. Ider(g, V)) (cf. [6]). Let Der(g,f, V) = 
{h E Der(g, V) 1 h If= 0} and Ider(g, A V) = Der(g, A V) rl Ider(g, V). 
It is not hard to see that Der(g,f, ) is a covariant functor from the category of 
g-modules to the category of k-modules, i.e., vector spaces. 
Next let Zg = ker{e : Ug + k} and let If be defined similarly. We prove the follow- 
ing key lemma: 
1.5. Lemma. For any g-module V the linear map 
r( VI : Hom~#g/Wif, VI --f De@, J; VI 
defined by 
v(V)(h)=hovoi, 
where i : g -+ Ug is the canonical embedding and h 0 v is the extension of h 0 v : Ig -+ 
Ig/UgIf+ V to Ug by zero, is a natural isomorphism. 
Proof. Since i is a derivation, so is q(V)(h). Furthermore, q(V)(h) vanishes on f. 
That v(V) is linear is clear from the definition. Now we will construct an inverse 
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to q( I’). Given a derivation d: g + V such that dl, is the zero map, we define a 
linear map from the tensor algebra Tg into I/ as in [6] by sending k = T’gc Tg into 
zero and x, @x2@ +.. @x, into x, . (x2. ... . (x,_ , . d(x,,)) .e-). Because d is a deriva- 
tion and V is a g-module, this map vanishes on elements of the form t, @ 
(x@y-yOx- [x,y])@tz, where x,y~g, t,, t2e Tg. Then we have an induced map 
Ig-+ V which is easily seen to be a g-map. Furthermore this map vanishes on UgIf 
since dl_, is the zero map. Thus we have an induced g-map hd : Ig/UgZf ---t I/. Now 
the map defined by d y hd is inverse to q(V). The check for naturality is trivial. 
1.6. Theorem. r-li(Ug, Uf, V) = Der(g, f, V)/Ider(g, f, V). Moreover, if I/ is g-trivial, 
then we have 
H’(Ug, UJ V= Hom(g/(f + ]g,gl), V. 
Proof. Consider the Uf-trivia1 short exact sequence 
0 + Ig/UgIf -s, Ug/UgIf + k + 0. 
This induces the exact sequence 
. . . --) Hom,,(Ug/UgZf, V) z Horn r_&g/UgZf, V) + W&, Uf, V) + 0, 
since Ug/UgIf can be identified with the (Ug, Uf)-projective module UgOuf k. 
Now if h : Ug/UgZf+ I/ is a g-map, let h(i) = u. Then applying the map q(V) of 
Lemma 1.5 to j*(h) = hoj, we have 
q(V)(hoj)(x)=x. u for all xEg. 
That is, the image of j* corresponds to Ider(g,f, I’). By appealing to Lemma 1.5, 
we obtain the result. 
Suppose now that I/ is g-trivial. Then Ider (g, f, V) = 0, and any derivation from 
g into I/may be regarded as an homomorphism of Lie algebras, where I/is regarded 
as an abelian Lie algebra. Let h be an element of Der(g, f, V). Then because V is 
g-trivial, h restricted to the idea1 f + [g, g] of g is the zero map. Thus we obtain the 
second part of the theorem. 0 
2. Comparison theorems 
In this section we show that the relative cohomology groups H*(g,f, V) and 
H*(Ug, UL V) coincide under some conditions, but are in general nonisomorphic. 
First we fix notation for later use (cf. [9] and [13]). 
2.1. Examples and notation. (a) Let V be a vector space over k. If End( V) is endow- 
ed with the Lie bracket [x,y] =xy-yx, then it acquires the structure of a Lie algebra 
which is denoted gl( V) (or gl,(k) if V is of dimension n). 
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(b) We supply a few examples of Lie algebras arising from subspaces of g&(k). 
Namely, 
(i) The subspace of n x IZ matrices with trace 0 is a Lie algebra, and is denoted 
sl,(k). 
(ii) The subspace of upper triangular matrices is a Lie algebra. It is called the 
Bore1 subalgebra of gl,(k), and is denoted 6,. 
(iii) The subspace of strictly upper triangular matrices is a Lie algebra which will 
be denoted u,’ in the paper. 
Let X. --t k -+ 0 be a (Ug, crf)-projective resolution of k. Because UgOUsA “(g/f) 
is (U,, Uf)-projective for each n from [7, Lemma 21, there exists a chain map 
Ug@UJA’(g/‘) -X. over the identity map k + k which induces a map in co- 
homology 
@ : H*(Ug, Wi f’) -ff*(g,f, VI. 
2.2. Lemma. c$ is a monomorphism for each degree 52. Moreover @ is an isomor- 
phism for each degree ~1. 
Proof. H’(g,f, V)=H’(Ug,UJ; V)=Hom,,(k, V)= V’g={o~ V)g.u=O}. 
For n = 1 this follows from the Five-lemma applied to the commutative diagram 
with exact rows 
OeH’(Ug, Uf, V)e H’(Ug, V) B H’(U! V) 
O-H’kf, V -H’Uk f’) -H’(W V) 
where the top and bottom rows are obtained from the spectral sequences of [14] and 
[8] respectively. 
Consider the Uf-trivial exact sequence of Ug-module homomorphisms 0 + I/+ 
IS’-+ W/V-to, where IV=HomUJ(Ug, V). Then the case n = 2 follows from the 
case n = 1 applied to the commutative diagram with exact rows 
0-H’(Ug, 0-f; W/V)- H=(Ug, Uf, V) - 0 
O---+H’(g,f, W/V) - H2(g, _A v - ff2(g,_L W q 
The following theorem establishes the equivalence of the two aspects of Hoch- 
schild’s question: 
2.3. Theorem. The foNowing statements are equiu&e;zf: 
(a) The complex Ug@,._,fA’(g/f) + k + 0 has a Uf-homotopy. 
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(b) H*(g,f, V>= H*(Ug, Uf, V) for each Ug-module V. 
(c) H”(g, f, V) = 0 for each n > 0 and for each (Ug, Uf )-injective module V. 
Proof. (a) implies (b) is known [7]. (b) implies (c) follows from the fact that 
H”(Ug, UJ V) = 0 for each n>O whenever V is (Ug, Uf)-injective. 
Finally we show that (c) implies (a). Let a denote the differential for the Hoch- 
schild complex in (a). Applying (c) to V=Homt,J(Ug, W) for any Ufmodule W, 
we conclude that Hom,,( ,Hom,,JUg, W))=Homuf( , W) is exact on the short 
exact sequences E,, : 0 + ker a,, --f UgQAn(g/f) + im a,, + 0. But taking W= ker a, 
implies that each short exact sequence E,, is Uf-trivial. Hence the Hochschild com- 
plex has a Uf-homotopy. 0 
The following comparison theorem was inspired by the proof of [7, Theorem 41. 
First recall that f is said to be reductive in g if g is a semisimple f-module; and if 
f =g, then we call g reductive. 
2.4. Theorem. Let the characteristic of k be 0. If g is reductive, then the complex 
Ug O”J A'(g/f) -+ k+ 0 has a Uf-homotopy. Moreover, if g is a semisimple 
Lie algebra and V is a finite-dimensional simple nontrivial g-module, then 
H*(Ug,UJ V)=O. 
Proof. Give Ug a g-module structure via zo r = zr - rz for all z E g and r E Ug. Then 
one can show as in the proof of [7, Theorem 41 that Ug@usA”(g/f) is a semi- 
simple g-module with respect to the diagonal g-module structure defined by 
for all z E g, r E Ug and x E /1 “(g/f). This implies that the Hochschild complex has 
a Ug-homotopy for this structure. 
But 
for all z E f, r E Ug and xE An(g/f). Since this f-module structure corresponds to 
the usual Uf-module structure on the Hochschild complex, the Hochschild complex 
has a Uf-homotopy. 
The second part follows from the first part, Theorem 2.3, and [3, Theorem 28.11. 
0 
The following example shows that the hypotheses of [7, Theorem 41 and Theorem 
2.4 are not equivalent in general. 
2.5. Example. Let the characteristic of k be 0. Then g= sl,(k), nr2, is reductive 
but f = b, is not reductive in g. Conversely, g = b, is not reductive but f equals the 
Lie algebra of diagonal matrices with trace 0 is reductive in g. 
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2.6. Corollary. Let the characteristic of k be 0. Let f contain an ideal h of g 
such that g =g/h is reductive or f=f/h is reductive in g. Then the complex 
Ugo”fA’(g/f) --t k + 0 has a Uf-homotopy. Moreover, H*(Ug, Uf; k) is a finitely 
generated k-algebra. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, it will suffice to show that H*(Ug, UJ V)=H*(g,f; V) for 
each Ug-module V’. But 
H*(Ug, U’ V)= H*(Ug, U’ Vh) (by [4, Proposition 1.11) 
=H*(g,f, V”) (by 17, Theorem 41, and Theorem 2.4) 
=H*(g,J I’). n 
2.7. Example. Let the characteristic of k be 0. Let f contain the radical of g. Then 
the complex Ug@lufA’(g/f) + k--t 0 has a Uf-homotopy. 
Next we prove a relative version of Shapiro’s lemma. This will be used to prove 
a vanishing theorem below. 
2.8. Proposition. Let f<g<L be a tower of Lie algebras. Then H*(Ug, U’ V)= 
H*(UL, 0” Hom,(UL, V)), where Hom,(UL, V) is an L-module via the right L- 
module structure on UL. 
Proof. Let 0 4 V+ I’ be a (Ug, I/f)-injective resolution of V, and let h be a Uf- 
homotopy. Then the exact cochain complex 0 + Hom,(UL, V) + Hom,,(UL, I’) 
has a Uf-homotopy, namely h,. Thus it is a (UL, Uf)-injective resolution of 
Hom,,(UL, V) since Hom,,( ,HomU,(UL,Z”))=Hom,,( ,I”) for each n. 0 
We introduce the relative global dimension d( Ug, Uf) of the pair (Ug, Uf). This 
is defined, in view of Proposition 1.1, to be the largest nonnegative integer r (or m 
if there is no largest such integer r) for which H’(Ug, UJ V) #O for some Ug- 
module V (cf. [7]). 
2.9. Theorem. Let the characteristic of k be 0. Then there exists an integer t such 
that H”(Ug, (if, V) = 0 for each n > t and for each Ug-module V. Moreover, 
d(Ug, Uf) is finite. 
Proof. By the theorem of Ado-Iwasawa [lo, Chapter 41, g may be viewed as a Lie 
subalgebra of L = g&(k) for some rz 2. Thus we obtain a tower of Lie algebras 
f <g< L. It is well known that L is reductive. Hence we have 
H*( r/g, Uf; V) = H*( UL, UJ Hom,,( UL, V)) (by Proposition 2.8) 
= H*(L,f; Hom,(UL, V)) (by Theorem 2.4). 
Now take f = dim(L/f). 3 
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Next we provide a class of counterexamples. 
2.10. Definition. Let @ = {eU}, 1 ci<j~n, be the standard basis of u,‘. Call a Lie 
subalgebra of u,’ elementary if, as a vector space, it is the linear span of a subset 
of @. A pair of Lie algebras (g,f) is called elementary if both g and f are. 
2.11. Theorem. Let the characteristic of k be p > 0. If the pair of Lie algebras (g, f) 
is elementary and if f is not an ideal of g, then the complex r/g Ouf A’(g/f) --t k -+ 0 
does not have a Uf-homotopy. Consequently, the relative cohomology groups 
H*(g,f, V) and H*(Ug, Uf, V) do not coincide for some Ug-module V. 
Proof. Let Qg denote the basis of g in @, and let Qf denote the basis off in QR. 
Furthermore let Qf. denote the complement of Qs in Qg and let f’ denote the linear 
span of Qf,. Let Qg be endowed with the lexicographic order induced from @. 
Notice that for e;,, ej, E Qn we have the Lie bracket [ej,, e,,] = 6,jei, - dire,,. Because 
f is not an ideal of g, we have 
(2.12) 
There exists some z = e,E Qf and x= e,, E Tr such that 
y = [z,x] lies in f ‘. 
First we prove the following key lemma: 
2.13. Lemma. The z and x in (2.12) can be chosen so that xf [w,u] for all 
W,ME@y. Moreover z is either maximal or minimal. 
Proof. Let us first consider the case r=j in (2.12). Let z be chosen maximally so 
that condition (2.12) is satisfied. Now fix z. Suppose x does not satisfy the conclu- 
sion of Lemma 2.13, i.e., 
(2.14) x = [ej,, e,, I, ej,, e,, E @y . 
If ejr= [e;j,ej,] lies in f, then we obtain a contradiction to the maximality of z 
since y = [e,,., e,,] and e, is greater than z. If on the other hand e, lies in f’, then we 
replace x by ejr and y by e,,. Observe that condition (2.12) remains satisfied. Now 
repeat the above argument starting at (2.14) and observe that since this process takes 
place in @, there exists an x which together with the above chosen z satisfies the con- 
clusion of Lemma 2.13. Finally we consider the case i= t in (2.12). This time we 
choose z minimally so that condition (2.12) is satisfied. Now fix z. Again arguing 
as before we conclude that there exists an x which together with the above chosen 
z satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.13. q 
We now proceed with the proof of the theorem. For notational convenience let 
us write 
@y={x, ,...) x, )...) x,, ,..., x,)=x 
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where x,=x and x,,, =y with x and y as in Lemma 2.13. Let z carry the same mean- 
ing as in Lemma 2.13. 
Let us assume that the Hochschild complex has a U’homotopy. Thus let 
h : im a, + Ug@UfA’(g/f) be a Lrf-splitting, where a is the differential for the 
Hochschild complex. Then 
a,(h(x,pOUf 1)) =x:0,1 =ar(x,p-tocir~,). 
This implies that h(x,PBUf 1) =x,“- ’ @ ufxs + a,(r), where r is an element of 
Ug @cIfA2(g/‘). Because the characteristic of k is p> 0, we have 
o=h(z~~,P~~~l)=~.(x,~-‘~~~x~+a~(r)). 
So we obtain the equation 
We will show that equation (2.15) does not have a solution. That is, there does not 
exist an r in UggUfA2(g/f) which satisfies equation (2.15). Notice that the Poin- 
care-Birkhoff-Witt theorem [6, Chapter 71 implies that r can be written uniquely 
r= C c;(x~(‘)@~~ wi Au,), 
where for each i, xl(‘) denotes the monomial 
xi.,r’) 
f 
. . . x+(‘) . . . xMi) ... ,pl(G 
.5 ,F? 
where the exponents are nonnegative, Ci E k, wi, ui E Qy. Thus 
Z. a,(r) = C ci(zxA(‘)wi auf ui 
- zxA(i)u, @lLif w, - zx +&Jf [w;, u;]). 
By ‘straightening’ the monomials ZX’(~)W~, zxAri)ui and zx’(‘) and appealing to 
Lemma 2.13, we obtain 
(2.16) x~~2x,,~ufx,-xx,p-1~ufx,,= c ~;(x”(‘)&~u;), 
where for each i, ajE k, ui E Qy and 
(a) if U, =x,, then A,,(i)> 2 or A,,(i) = 1 and at least one of the exponents other 
than A,(i) and A,,,(i) is greater than or equal to 1; 
(b) if U, = x,, , then at least one of the exponents other than A,(i) is greater than 
or equal to 1. 
But comparing the two sides of equation (2.16) yields a contradiction since the 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that 
UgOuf/ll(g/f)=k{x”(‘)OufU;}, 
where for each i, U;E ~3~ and l(i)rO. 
The second part follows from the first part and Theorem 2.3. Cl 
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3. A computation 
In the following computation we show that the relative cohomology groups 
H*(g,f, V) and H*(Ug, U’ V) do not in general coincide for the trivial module k. 
3.1. Theorem. Let g = u: and let f be the Lie algebra generated by e12. Then 
(4 H”(g,f,k)= 
k, n=O, 1,2, 
0, otherwise. 
(b) If the characteristic of k is 0, the complex 
W%,~~'WfPk-0 
has a I/f-homotopy. 
(c) If the characteristic of k is 2, then 
Thus from (a) and (c) we conclude that the relative cohomology groups H*(g, f; k) 
and H*(Ug, Ulf, k) do not coincide in general. 
From Theorem 3.1 we obtain 
3.2. Remark. (a) There does not in general exist a relative Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence 
E;j= H’(U& Hj(Uh, Uf, k)) = H’+j(Ug, Uf, k), 
where f < h <g is a tower of Lie algebras with h an ideal of g and g = g/h. 
(b) There does not in general exist a relative May spectral sequence 
Ez = H*(gr Ug, gr UJ k) = H*(Ug, Uf, 0, 
where for a Lie algebra h, gr Uh is defined by gr Uh = CizO FiUh/Fi_, Uh with 
F,Uh=im(e: CfEO Tjh-t Uh). 
The reader is referred to [l] and [12] for further details. 
We now prove Theorem 3.1. For notational convenience set z = e12, t = e13, 
x= e23. The Lie brackets are [z, t] = [x, t] = 0 and [z,x] = t. The change of rings 
theorem applied to the Hochschild complex yields the cochain complex 
0 --* k + k + Horn&l ‘(g/f ), k) -+ Hom&12(g/f ), k) + 0 
whose differential is 0. Since Hom&4’(g/f), k) = k and Homuf(A2(g/f), k) 2: k, we 
obtain part (a). 
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Next we prove part (b). Because 0 --f im a, -+ UgOUf k + k--f 0 is Uf-trivial, we 
shall be done if we can show that the exact sequence 
(3.3) O-~gOr;/k~UgO~~/ll(g/~)-ima,-O 
is Uf-trivial. Note that d2 is the composite monomorphism 
UgOr/fk4 ~gOl;f~2(g/f)2 ugO&‘(gU), 
where the first map is an isomorphism. Set V= UgOufk, and W= UgOUfA’(g/f). 
To show that the exact sequence (3.3) is Uftrivial, we shall take a specific cocycle 
representing it and then show that it is a coboundary. Let us identify Uf with k[z]. 
It is obvious that 
O+k[z+k[z]+k+O 
is a k[z]-projective resolution of k. 
From this we obtan a k[z]-projective resolution of im 8,. Namely, 
where the first map is defined by 1 @a +-+ z@ a - 1 @za, and E is the projection 
l@a- 1.0. 
Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows 
E 
Oek[z]@ima, Bk[z]@im8,-ima -0 I 
where p, follows from projectiveness and /I2 is the induced map. The change of 
rings theorem implies that p, corresponds to a k-splitting h : im a, -+ IV, and /I2 cor- 
responds to a k-map (Y : im 8, + V. Consequently, 
d,oa=zh-hz. 
Note that a will be a coboundary if there exists a k-map I?: im a, -+ V so that 
zrl-rlz=cw, i.e., 
d,o(zl;l-yz)=zh-hz. 
We now construct a specific cocycle a corresponding to the exact sequence (3.3). 
The Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that 
and 
ima,=k{x”t’n@Ufl}, (n,m)#(O,O); 
V=k(x”t”@ufl}, n,mrO. 
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The f-module structure on I’ is defined by 
Z.Xntn@)“f 1 =zxY&~ 1 =.xnPV+‘@uf 1. 
Also the f-module structure on W is defined by 
and 
z.x”tmOl/f.t=ZXnt’nO”ft=nX n-‘t’T’+‘@“ft, 
n-l m+l ~.x~t”‘~~~x=zx~nf~‘~~~x=nx t @“fX+x”t”O”f t. 
Therefore we define j3, by 
z@(X”+’ OUf 1) ++ zx”@Ufx=nx “p’t@ufX+Xn@Uft, 
and 
Z@(XYL1 Ouf 1) ++ zxnt’n@Uf t= nx n~lt”+‘@“ft. 
This gives rise to a k-splitting h : im ~3, + W defined by 
X n+‘@“f 1 H X”@“fX, 
and 
Xnf/?7+ 1 
@(/f 1 ++ xflt’Y&y t. 
so 
d*Oa(Xn+l c&f 1) = zh(x ~+l@ufl)-h(zx”+‘~~~l) 
= d2(-nx”- ’ Ouf 1). 
Also 
dzoa(xnt”+’ O”f 1) = zh(x t n ~+‘~r/fl)-h(zx”t~+l&/~l)=O. 
Hence cr : im a, + I/ is defined by 
X n+‘@Uf 1~ -nx”-l@uf 1, 
and xntini ’ auf 1 H 0. 
Next we show that (Y is a coboundary. Let us write 
(X(X9” 0(/f 1) = (x,,,, ) 
and q(x”t”Ouf l)=~,,~. 
Since z,xnt’“=nx”mltm+‘, we obtain the following system of equations. 
(3.4) xflP; wn, m -wn-l,m+l=an,,, 
where the monomials to the left are used to identify individual equations. 
We will solve the system of equations (3.4) for v,,,~ in I/. It will be convenient 
to assume that qRo= 0. Let us consider the weight n equations. Namely, 
n. 
t 3 wo, n = ao,n=o, 
n-1. 
xt 9 wl,n~l-YIO,n=q.-l=0~ 
Xrtn-‘; ztfr,,_,- rvr-l,n-r+l=~r,.-r- t -0 
X”; ~~,,0-n~n_1,1=a,,o=-(n-l)x”-20Lif1. 
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Set q?n,o = 0. Then in equation (x”) we get 
(n-1) n-* 
V?,-l,l=-X 
n 
OLif 1. 
Going up the ladder, in equation (xrfnPr) we obtain 
1 
YIPl,n-r+1= yli-,nw 
where vr,+,. was defined previously. It is easy to see that qo,n = ZV,,~_ I = 0. So in 
fact equation (t”) is trivially satisfied. Hence we have proved that we can choose 
a coboundary II so that zq--z=cx. That is, the exact sequence (3.3) is U&trivial. 
Finally we prove part (c). Consider the f-modules Vr = k{x’,x, t} and V2= 
k{ w, XA t}, where the f-module structures are defined by z. x2 = z. t = z. XA t = 0, 
z. x = 1, and z. w =XA 1. We obtain a sequence of g-modules 
d2 d, 
UgOcif V,- UgOur V, - W3&+k+0, 
where d2 is defined by 
1 @L’f w ++ X&/fx- 1 @(/fX2, (1 &/J XA t ++ X&_/f t - t@ufx); 
d, is defined by 
lo,fu”uor/fl, uE{X2,X,t}; 
and E is the projection ‘Or,, 1 c Y. 1. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
0 0 
0 
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Applying the snake lemma to the first two columns, we conclude that d2 is a mono- 
morphism. Furthermore, the induced long exact sequence in homology implies that 
the middle horizontal complex is exact. And this will be a (Ug, Uf)-projective resolu- 
tion of k if we can show that there exists a U’homotopy. But this follows from the 
observation that 0 -+ im d, + Ug Ouf k + k + 0 is Uftrivial, and the map h : im dl -+ 
UgOuf V, defined by 
X2n+rtm@“f 1 ++ 
i 
_.(2n-2 
O”fX2, r=m=O and nz 1, 
X2Y @“fX, r= 1 and n,mzO 
is a Lrf-splitting. Now applying the change of rings theorem to the above (Ug, Uf)- 
projective resolution of k yields the cochain complex 
0 * k -+ k + Horn,,, Vi, k) + Horn,,, V2, k) -+ 0 
whose differential is not 0. From the relations HomUf(V,,k)=k2 and 
HomUf( V2, k) = k we obtain 
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